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Before the pupil retmns to school:
* Would the family benefit from signposting to support?
a The circumstances of the death, a'nd what the child has been told?

* Has the pupil been informed of any developments at school during
their absence?

a Have children in the class/school been helped to understand how
to support the returning pupil?
a How did the child react to the bereavement?

* Where in school will you meet the family? Is it pleasant and uninterrupted? ?Allow lots of time.

* Which member of staff will be best able to liaise with the family?
@ Have all the staff been given an appropriate amount of information?

* Which member of staff will be responsible for supporting the pupil
upon their return?

* How will the wider community be informed ? Have you involved the
family in this?

a If a pupil/sibling is terminally ill have you discussed with the family
any possible memorials?

- In the event of terminal illness what time off will the pupil need.
What allowances (and reassurance) can be made for timeoff/homework etc.

* Do you have a bereavement policy? Are all the staff familiar with
its operation?

* Are there any other pupils for whom the situation might be poignant who will also need support?
m
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The full guide contains detailed advice for primary schools on all aspects of bereavement
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Around the time of return:
* Which member of staff will support the pupil?
[]Are they always available ?

[]Can changes be made to increase their availability?
[2 Were the views of the family or pupil considered?
a Was the loss acknowledged and has the pupil been given
<permission' to talk whenever they like?
[]What space will be used ?
* Are staff all aware of the need to Iisten and not second

guess the pupils emotions, or impose their own.
* Will any staff find this particularly hard?
QWhat support will they have?
* Are other vulnerable pupils being monitored for signs of
distress?

a Are playground and lunchtime staff keeping a close eye out
for bullying?

* Are allowances being made for differences in
work/behaviour/attendance.
uDo all the staff know this?

* Are there any signs of distress at home that may cause
concern?

This is a summary of information contained in 'Bereavement in Primary Schools: A guide.' by Wellbeing Education
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Understanding:

* At the younger end of this stage most children will recognise that being dead is different
to being alive, whilst at the older end most children will recognise the permanence of
death. At the older end children will usually recognise that death can happetx to anyone.
'l
*

Children may begin to fear that others they love will also die.

* A child may engage in 'magical thinking', and also may feel guilt for their feelings, or
blame themselves in some way.

* Children may wish to gain a greater understanding by asking concrete questions, possibly of
an intricate nature regarding what happens to the body etc.

#

* A child may have misconceptions received from wider peer group.
,* A child may begin to show greater understanding of the feelings of others.
Possible Reactions:

* Many of the reacaons seen in younger children may stil[ be evidem.
* A child may disguise their own grief or copy coping mechanisms seen in adults who are
grieving.

* A child may exhibit separation anxiety and clinginess, possibly leading to school phobia and
loss of confidetice.

* A child may experience mood swings, and the grief may appear to come and go.
* A child may find forming relationships harder.
*

Some children show increased aggression or angry outbursts.

* There may be illnesses such as headaches, stomach aches, nausea etc. caused by amMy
(psychosomatic.)
Providing Support:

* Much of the support firom younger stages still applies.
* Be tolerant of erratic behaviour whilst still providing secure boundaries.
* Provide factual and age appropriate information.
* Ensure the child is able to ask questions and grieve openly. Avoid encouragement to 'be
strong', as suppressing the natural responses may cause problems later.
*

Share age appropriate books that tackle the mbject of death and bereavemenf.

*

With parental consent, consider group rk,cussion/c#cle time etc.

* Appoint a member of staff close to the pupil to listen to them, provide help and keep a
watchful eye for incidents such as bullying.
* Offer opportunities for acts of remembrance in both the short and long term.
*

Provide a safe-place to which the child can retreat for time alone or one to one care.

'Q
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Understanding:
*

*

Euilds on the understanding from the s-8 stage.

Children increasingly understand the inevitability of death, potentially increasing anxiety
for others.

*

@

Empathy with others who are bereaved begins to increase.

Children may take on 'adult' roles in supporting others, which may prevent them from
allowing themselves to mourn fully.

@

Increasing desire to know details about death and funeral arrangements etc.

*

Becoming aware of own mortality.

*

Increasingly aware of how their world will be changed as a result of the bereavement.

*

May experience anger and feelings of guilt.

Possible Reactions:
*

Many ofthe reactions seen in younger children may still be evident.

*

Some children may be reticent to express the emotions they are feeling.

*

A child may become fearful regarding their own health or that of others.

*

*

A child may exhibit challenging behaviour. This will need to be handled
sympathetically, though stability and consistency of boundaries should be maintained to
aid a feeling of security.
A child may develop psychosomatic illnesses such as sickness or headaches, resulting in
more erratic school attendance.

*

Bereavement may affect progress at school, and lead to under performance in work and
exams.

Providing Support:
*

Much of the support from the previous stage still applies.

*

Encourage the child to feel they can talk about their experiences.

*

Provide a range of alternative ways for the child to express themselves, such as writing,
drawing, dance, role-play, etc.

*

Be open and honest, and don't be afraid to tell the child if you don't have an answer.

*

Avoid statements such as 'Be strong. ', or aDry your eyes. ' which imply the grief reaction
should be held back.

*

Provide fun opportunities for the child to take a break from grieving, and ensure they
know it is ok to relax.

Maintain consistent and fair expectations, whilst also allowing for more erratic behaviour.
I
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For the long term:
* Have you kept a diary of significant dates that can travel
with the child over the years?
* Who will take charge of looking out for the child at
sensitive times?

* Are new staff aware of the situation, and their role in

providing long term acknowledgment?
* Will there be a memoriaJ of some sort if the deceased was
at the school?

[]?s there a clear plan to keep this well-maintained?
[]Will the family have access to this ?
* Are there any long term changes in home circumstances
that may be a cause for concern?
* Are there any long term changes in patterns of attendance?
- Is the pupil's work suffering?
* Is bullying or being bullied occurring?
* Are opportunities for remembrance embraced and
maintained ?

* Would the family like any further meetings?
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